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3D ANDES Viewer, showing a 3D phantom, which simulates an aerospace component, overlain with graphics that indicate locations of potential defects. The 3D viewer, with other analysis tools enable the capability to evaluate true positive detections from false positive detections.
Traverse mismatch correction

Example of the data corrections using an aerospace component. (a) The artifactual streaks are due to unavoidable geometric misalignments, called traverse mismatch. (b) Image resulting from the automatic detection and correction of the data for these misalignments.
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Traverse mismatch in the sinogram
Example of the data corrections, using a small ROI of an aerospace component. (a) The artifactual streaks are due to high-Z and beam hardening. (b) Image resulting from the corrections. Other data corrections have similar remarkable impact on image fidelity.
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Frequency spectrum of the columns of the sinogram

oscillations due to mechanical resonances and other effects
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Railroad Track Artifact
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